where (x*, ^ is the solution of the system (l)
We consider a fairiily of Lagrangian manifolds A^ax^^yji) : (x.^) =0^-11)} c m x T*M, smoothly depending on the parameter t.
Definition . We say that function <p € C (IR'xMx{T*M\0)) parametrizes A = U^o Computation of the principal symbol of the amplitude allows us to introduce 1-form Q and to interpret the Maslov class as an element in the de Rham cohomology group.
The value of this class on a closed curve gives the value of the Maslov index of the curve, (an analogous definition has been given by V. Arnold [2] only for the Lagrangian Grassmannian).
Complex phase functions have been applied to different problems earlier, see [3] , [4] , [5] . General method concerning homogeneous Lagrangian manifold was given in [6] . Some analogues one can also find in
Construction of the global phase function Let r be a linear symmetric Levi-Civita connection corresponding to Riemannian metric g, r^ = r^ be the Christoffel symbols of the connection r.
For sufficiently close points x€M, y€M let us denote by \yW the "shortest" geodesic connecting x and y. We shall choose the parameter T such that
Denote by <t^y the parallel transport from T^ M into TyM along the geodesic Y^y. In the normal system of coordinates with centre x this operator can be represented by nxn matrix. We denote this matrix by (()(x,y).
Lemma 1 : If x -* y then <D(x;y) =1+0 (Ix-yl 2 ).
Proof. In the normal system of coordinates y=(y .....y") the components <t»j(x,y) satisly the following equations 2, (y^x') 3yk<t); (x,y) . \ T^ (y) (y'-x') ^ (x;y) <t>;(x;y)l^ = S;.
e Since r^(x)=0 is the normal system of coordinates, it implies that 3yk<l>j(x,y)|y^ = 0. Lemma is proved.
Lemma 2 In an arbitrary system of coordinateŝ (t,y,n).x* (t,y,-n)=0, k=l,...,n, 1k
where (x*,^) = G\y,T\).
Proof. If we consider 8 and 3k as vector fields on T*M , then ik In the normal system of coordinate with centre x* 3^<p(t,x*yji) = a^k(^(x-x*) +y|x-x*i^ = ^.
By differentiation (14) and (15) with respect to x we obtain (l3).
Theorem 1. The function <p is a non-degenerate phase function parametrizing A.
Proof. Assume first that the matrix Z introduced in (9) in non-degenerate. Then from (10) it follows that the condition <p = 0 is equivalent to x = x^for x close to x*.
In view of (ll) and (12) and therefore the function <p is a non-degenerate phase function.
To prove that the matrix Z is non-degenerate let us suppose first that
where Z^ are columns of Z, see (8) . Then both real and imaginary parts are equal to 
Since Z^ are linearly independent over the set of real numbers we obtain that a^=b^=0fork=l,..,n. To finish the proof of the theorem 2 we should notice that further terms of the amplitude we obtain by solving recurrent system of transport equations.
Using the explicite formula for the principal symbol in oscillatory integral (17) we can now define the phase shift determined by the Maslov index.
Let us introduce l-form a on A 
